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Social waves in Giant 
Honeybees Repel Hornets

Free access article with videos:

Kastberger G, Schmelzer E, Kranner I (2008):
Social Waves in Giant Honeybees Repel Hornets.

PLoS ONE 3(9): e3141. 
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0003141

Video also at:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sp8tLPDMUyg



Swarm behaviour





Understanding
swarm behaviour

 individual-based model developed by Craig 
Reynolds (1986)

 “Boids” (elementary “animals”):
− they react only to their local neighbourhood
− neighbourhood characterised by distance & angle
− they follow 3 simple behaviour rules

A Boid’s
neighbourhood

Separation
steer to avoid crowding

local flockmates 

Alignment
steer towards the 
average heading 
of local flockmates

Cohesion
steer to move toward
the average position
of local flockmates 



Modelling swarm behaviour

Watch the video from Craig Reynold’s Website
http://www.red3d.com/cwr/boids/

Observe the behaviour of the swarm



Emergent behaviour in swarms

 orderly behaviour
 “chaotic” behaviour

− wild behaviour
− splitting groups

 splitting around obstacles and reuniting

Modifications (these rules get low priority):
 predictive obstacle avoidance
 goal seeking



“Metric distance”:

what we usually
understand as distance

“Topological distance” 
between two birds:

How many other birds are 
between them? 

PNAS, 29 Jan. 2008



Real birds

Ballerini et al. (2008):
 Observed starlings 

in Rome with stereo 
camera and had 
computer calculate 
positions of all birds

=> each bird always 
reacts to  6-7 
nearest neighbours, 
independent of their 
(metric) distance



Does it make a difference?

Models using metric 
versus topological 
distance:

 With metric 
distance, flock 
disintegrates when 
attacked (a, b) 
(stragglers are lost)

 with topological 
distance, flock 
usually remains 
connected (c)

Ballerini et al. (2008)



Stop press: 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1073/pnas.1007102108



Experiment with humans

Experiment by a German TV Science 
Programme:

http://www.wdr.de/tv/quarks/sendungsbeitraege
/2007/0410/002_schwarm.jsp 

• 300 volunteers
• Rule: keep at arm's length to neighbours, 

and don't say anything
• Swarm behaviour
• 5% can steer the whole swarm



Mass panics and what to do 
about them

15/8/1989 Hillsborough: 96 dead, 766 injured

12/1/2006 Mecca: 362 dead; 
3 million pilgrims within 24 hours

24/7/2010 Duisburg, Loveparade: 21 dead, 
>500 injured, ca. 485000 participants

Video (German): Research on panic in Mecca
http://www.wdr.de/tv/quarks/sendungsbeitraege

/2007/0410/001_schwarm.jsp



Termite Mounds



Termite mounds

Building the Queen' Chamber

From: Camazine et al., p 378 and 384



An evolutionary thought

 Classically, aggregation has been viewed as an 
evolutionarily advantageous state (...) Complexity 
theory indicates that large populations of units can 

self-organize into aggregations that generate 
pattern, store information, and engage in collective 

decision-making. This begs the question, are all 
emergent properties of animal aggregations 

functional or are some simply pattern?

Julia Parrish, Leah Edelstein-Kashet (1999):
Complexity, Pattern, and Evolutionary Trade-Offs in 
Animal Aggregation, Science  284 (5411); 99—101



Patterns in Nature
Outline

1. Introduction
2. Waves and oscillations
3. Regularity and chaos
4. Animal cooperation 
5. Spatial patterns
6. Aggregation and growth processes 
7. Cellular automata
8. Fractals
9. Miscellaneous topics 
10. Concluding session
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